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View from the Dome
Happy New Year Everyone!
We stand together at the birth of a new calendar year, a new solar cycle, and a new epoch of opportunity
for each of us to abandon obsolete patterns of information, communication, and stagnation. This has
been clearly evidenced by the success we have witnessed with friends and collaborators around the world,
where new tools and resources have brought about new dimensions of knowledge and success.
At KRT, we have seen the interest in radionics continue to grow as shown by requests for information,
distribution of instruments, enrollment in training programs, and the enthusiasm of the participants in the
2013 KRT Great Radionics Expo. We regularly have our minds blown by folks who are applying radionics
in ways that defy expectations and expand the limits of possibility. You, too, can use your radionic
instrument every day:
x

Test the energetic impact of known poisons like GMO foods, artificial sweeteners, artificial
flavors, and artificial coloring on General Vitality before eating the next meal.

x

Test the energetic impact of the things you wear every day (jewelry, watches, glasses,
phones, etc) on General Vitality. Clean up, detoxify, and take action as necessary!

x

Check your home, office, barn, and vehicle for energetic pests and parasites.
eradicate as necessary!

x

Cold scan a rate to Remove All Obstacles from your life.

x

If you have time for nothing else, every day cold scan for that rate that is most needed at
that time and in that place. Be sure to ask permission and check for appropriateness by asking,
“Is this a good broadcast to make, thine will be done, no harm to anyone?”

Eliminate and

I urge each of you to take part in this revolution of ideas by rolling up your sleeves and doing the work
that already calls to you. Are you making the world a better place for yourself, your family, and your
community? What gifts do you – a beautiful individual forged in love and light – have to offer? You know
the answer to that better than anyone! Now take action and be amazed by the results!
With kindest wishes for a happy, healthy, and prosperous
2014 from all of us at Kelly Research Technologies,

